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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS' GUILD (INDIA)

No.CC/ATCG/TFR-GEN/2017/02

01st August, 2017
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The Member (HR),
Airports Authority of India,
Rajiv Gandhi Bhavan,
New Delhi -110 003.

Relieving of newly transferred ATCOs -protest by ATC Guild thereof.
Sir,
Kindly refer office letter F. No. A22012/06/2017-EA, dated 27.07.2017, wherein the competent
authority has conveyed the decision that all officials under order of transfer stand relieved w.e.f.
28.07.2017.

In the same letter, it has also been mentioned that about 87 officers of ATM

Directorate have been transferred and have not reported at the new place of posting.
In this context, we would like to submit that some new transfers were made on 25.07.2017(about
15 ATC officers). Interestingly without application of mind and trying to interpret the intent of
the CHQ letter, the HR officials at various stations have relieved newly transferred officers without
giving them an opportunity to apply for TA/DA, obtain NOC from various sections and booking
a reservation for journey. This type of actions seldom happens in AAI where the grievances of the
officers are not heard and at the same time, the management does not make any endeavor to
understand the problems of the individuals as well as the violation of the transfer policy.

All

officers in the cadre have termed this action as a sort of deployment during war time.
Time and again, this type of illogical and whimsical actions are being taken by the HR Directorate
which has created lot of resentment amongst the ATCOs. Also it has been pointed out that why
the above referred letter is only for CNS and ATM Dte. officers and not for others. This type of
unwanted disturbance in a safety critical profession is not at all desirable. ATC Guild would like
to know why new transfers have been made in the last week of July? Has HR ever thought what
would be the prospect of getting a good school for the children of the employees? Whether these
transfers are afterthoughts? If there are any lapses, whether HR Dte., which also a party to ensure
transparency in the transfer and compliance to the transfer policy, is also accountable. These are
certain fundamental questions ATC guild would like to raise on behalf of all ATCOs because of
the delayed transfers, irregular transfers and after all difficulty being faced by the individuals.
ATC Guild demands that the relieving of the newly transferred ATCOs be delayed and grievances
of the individuals be addressed with utmost sincerity and dealt in accordance with the transfer
policy to boost the sagging morale of the ATC community.
With kind regards,

C' r___--(D.K. Behera)
General Secretary
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